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The Fastest Growing New Approach for Education

In formal education, classrooms are historically 

locations of erudition. The Internet emerged in 1992, 

changing the limitations on life and education. Wallys W. 

Conhaim says, “Online learning is now one of the fastest 

growing segments in the educational market place” (37). 

Studies prove it is possible to learn on the Internet. Online 

learning will probably require new educational regulations 

and create increases in student diversity. 

Independent learners will find success achievable in 

Internet classes. WebCT and Blackboard, Internet classroom 

programs, have flexible designs for accurate, fun and 

organized online learning, for those who are self-motivated 

(Maeroff 12-14, Rowh 18). Students who are strong, quick 

readers will find online learning most beneficial.  Studies 

done at colleges like The College of Social Work in South 

Carolina indicate that grades and completion rates are equal 

for online and offline classes (Gomory 525, Shank 36). Web 

education success greatly depends on each student’s 

dedication, resources, and ability to prioritize (Simmons, 
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Jones, and Silver 51). There are no current guidelines as to 

how much study online learning classes require. 

Besides study guides online courses might require new 

regulations to deal with funding formulas, attendance and 

time requirements, residency rules, and eligibility for 

financial aid, principles for academic credits, student-

teacher ratios, and pay scales (Maeroff 15). Online learning 

eases geographic limitations and simultaneously stretches 

rules meant for a system in which people are bound to 

definite times and places (14-15). Online institutions also 

need credibility, so guidelines and standards will be 

required. If there are not national mandated laws, 

regulations, and definitions of online learning, confusion 

and discrepancies can occur. Without national regulations, 

online diplomas may not have equal acceptance as their in 

class counterpart (15). 

International diversity of opinions, ideas, facts, and 

interpretations will vary, when a class is open to all 

nations (Gomory 524-527). Opportunities for learning could 

increase and furthermore open-mindedness of class members 

could increase (Maeroff 12). Students would have the chance 

to understand ideas of new and different peers as one might 

be a citizen of the United States and another of Germany. 

Their experiences and customs would be different (Conhaim 
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37). In addition, a student who lives in China taking an 

Internet World History class could provide ideas, background 

and/or documents not available to traditional classes (38). 

Classrooms are still widely accepted as the normal place 

to learn. With contemporary technology, we have classrooms 

and even entire schools accessible on the Internet, which may 

result in wider diversity in education. If time and 

dedication are available and one does not need in-person 

support, web-based learning could be an answer. Research, new 
inventions, and possible new regulations will influence 

whether online learning is a successful endeavor (Maeroff 12-

18). The future of students’ participation in online learning 

is somewhat unpredictable as there are new and more modern 

ways of learning and living every day.
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